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Abstract: The Taiwanese, who have accumulated rich experience from the strategy, have greatly promoted the development of the rural economy in mainland China through the establishment of rural Taiwanese enterprises. In the process of the strategy of rural revitalization, it is important to draw on the experience from Taiwan, and to acknowledge the leading role of Taiwanese entrepreneurs. In this study, we considered 941 rural Taiwanese enterprises that were registered in townships and villages in mainland China. Based on the cultural diffusion model, spatial analysis of GIS, and statistical methods, this study analyzed the spatial pattern and evolution of rural Taiwanese enterprises, and predicted the spatial diffusion pattern as well. The study found the following: (1) The reform and opening-up policy leads to the core position of Dongguan and Kunshan, and continues to consolidate the dual-core pattern with a noticeable combined effect. (2) Rural Taiwanese enterprises are mainly engaged in the secondary industry, with characteristics of small-scale and strong independence. They tend to be located in secondary cities in developed regions, in order to reduce costs and obtain maximum profits. (3) They display a V-shaped pattern covering the Eastern coastal line and Hunan-Sichuan line, with Guangdong as the node. (4) It is predicted that, in the next decade, the growth of the enterprises will slow down and their spatial diffusion pattern will be more conspicuous. While the spatial diffusion of Taiwanese enterprises slows down, more domestic investment may lead to industry vitalization in rural China.
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1. Introduction

Rural Vitalization is a global issue [1]. In the context of globalization and urbanization, developed countries in both North America and Europe [2,3], and developing countries in Asia and Africa [4,5], are exploring policies and measures to coordinate urban–rural integration and promote rural revitalization according to their national conditions. Rural revitalization is a process of sustained development for industry-led agriculture and urban-fed rural areas [6,7]. Industrialized countries and regions have achieved rich experience in coordinating the relationship between urban and rural areas [8]. Rapid industrialization and urbanization bring “urban diseases” to European and American countries, such as high population density, traffic jams, and the heat island effect in urban development; then, they started the strategy of rural revitalization, such as the development of new towns in the United States in the 1960s, the construction of rural central villages in the United Kingdom, and the “rural revitalization plan” in France [3,6,8]. While Japan and South Korea, as the representatives of the post-industrialized countries in East Asia, drew lessons from them and launched rural revitalization
In the 1970s, Korea launched the “new rural movement”, and Japan started the demonstration project of comprehensive rural construction [1]. These countries took several actions to promote rural area, including the construction of rural community infrastructure, activating the use of rural land resources and assets, improving rural production and living conditions, and attracting people to return home, thus stimulating the vitality of rural development [10].

The government of China implemented the “rural vitalization strategy” at the 19th Communist Party of China (CPC) National Congress, aiming to address the imbalanced and insufficient development caused by the traditional dual structure of urban and rural areas under the background of rapidly developed new-type urbanization [11]. It has become the priority of work and a core task of government at various levels [12]. In fact, Taiwan drew lessons from Japan and South Korea [13] and started to implement the rural vitalization strategy [14,15] back in the 1980s, accumulating valuable experience in delicate agriculture [16], new-type professional farmers [17], rural eco-environmental issues [18], factor mobility between urban and rural areas [19], and rural governance systems [20].

With the reform and opening up policy being carried out, more Taiwanese compatriots got a proper environment for financing innovation and entrepreneurship in mainland China, such as township enterprises [21,22], Taiwanese farmer pioneer parks [23], and leisure farms [24]. Greater Straits of connectivity help to gather a large number of Taiwanese talents, who engaged in Taiwanese investment parks, Taiwanese farmer pioneer parks, leisure farms, and traditional homestay hotels. Various business models substantially boosted the local rural industrial vitalization. Both sides of the Taiwanese Strait share the same ancestry. The experience and achievements of Rural Revitalization in Taiwan have crossed the Taiwanese Strait and have spread in the mainland. We have summarized Taiwan’s experience in rural vitalization, putting into play the leading and demonstrating role of Taiwanese compatriots in rural industrial vitalization [25], aiming to provide some valuable guides for mainland rural vitalization in theory and practice.

Rural vitalization is a systematic project [26] that covers various aspects, such as society, economy, culture, and ecology [27]. (1) Regarding the content of rural vitalization, domestic and overseas research shows that the primary task of rural vitalization is to promote rural industrial vitalization, that is, establishing a rural industrial system that focuses on modern agriculture, and improves the integration of rural primary, secondary, and tertiary industries [1]. Liu summarizes rural vitalization into “five constructions”, among which industrial prosperity is an important foundation of economic construction. He also emphasizes the importance of resource integration, industrial cultivation, economic transformation, and income growth [11]. However, the study fails to pay sufficient attention to Chinese traditional rural governance culture [28,29]. (2) In terms of a specific path, the successful implementation of various “new village movement” strategies in Europe, America, Japan, and South Korea lies in the practice of the top-down or bottom-up approach. At the early stage, the government is the main force promoting rural development; during the growth period, civilians independently spare no efforts to advance rural industrial development, environmental improvement, and cultural construction; at the mature stage, civilians drive community civilization construction and economic development entirely independently [30–32]. In China, rural vitalization at the early stage is predominated and promoted by the government [33]. Such a top-down mode is unitary in form, prone to excessive bureaucratization and formalization in the process of implementation, and is difficult to sustain. (3) In terms of participators, many participators are involved in rural vitalization, not only the local stakeholders [34], such as the government, villagers, new village elites, enterprises, and technicians, but also the incoming participating stakeholders such as enterprises, technicians, public welfare organizations, and volunteers. On such a basis, an industrial development system based on rural land, tied by talent and technology, and driven by capital is shaped [35]. Besides, at different vitalization stages in different countries and regions, the participators and the role they play may differ [36,37]. (4) For spatial diffusion, the strategy of rural revitalization was put forward and transitioned from Europe and America to Asia. In this new era, with the gradual completion of industrialization and urbanization in the vast areas of the mainland, the experience of
rural revitalization in the developed countries and regions of Europe, America, and East Asia is bound to be further widespread and disseminated in the mainland, and will be gradually internalized and absorbed into the policies and measures of rural revitalization with mainland characteristics [38].

Rural industrial vitalization is the core and foundation of rural vitalization, and is also a popular yet difficult issue in the domestic and foreign study on rural vitalization [32,39]. At present, China has made significant research achievements in rural vitalization, but has neglected that, to a great extent, special participators such as new village elites, Taiwanese compatriots, and overseas Chinese citizens, can play an important role in the rural industrial vitalization [34], especially Taiwanese compatriots who have experience of Taiwanese rural vitalization, and have engaged themselves in rural industrial vitalization in Fujian and other areas in mainland China for over 20 years, accumulating rich and valuable experience. Despite the availability of some studies on spatial diffusion and the devolvement of Taiwanese enterprises in mainland China, they seldom focus on rural industrial vitalization. This perspective not only reflects the general features of the spatial layout of Taiwanese enterprises in mainland China, but also highlights the particularity based on rural geographical location. Therefore, it is necessary to review and summarize the general features of the Taiwanese compatriots participating in rural industrial vitalization in mainland China, and to further clarify the spatial diffusion path of Taiwanese enterprises in rural areas. Thus, we can help to improve the theoretical system on the rural industrial structure and offer reference for the implementation of rural industrial vitalization in mainland China.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Data Collection

The Provisions of the State Council on Encouraging Investment by Taiwanese Compatriots, promulgated in 1988, encourages Taiwanese companies, enterprises, and individuals to invest in industry, agriculture, services, and other industries, in line with the direction of the social and economic development direction in mainland China in seven forms, including setting up enterprises entirely invested by Taiwan, setting up joint ventures and cooperative enterprises, conducting compensation trade, processing and assembling and cooperative production, purchasing stocks and bonds of enterprises, purchasing housing, and legally acquiring land use right, as well as development, operation, and other investment forms permitted by the laws and regulations. Among the seven forms, setting up sole proprietorship enterprises and joint ventures by Taiwanese compatriots are the most popular. The statistics across the Straits are available and reliable. The study takes the sole proprietorship Taiwanese enterprises and joint ventures as the major source of data for the engagement of Taiwanese compatriots in rural industrial vitalization.

The data in the study is derived from the Approved Investment Statistics of Taiwanese Investment Commission, a branch of the Ministry of Economic affairs. We collected the investment data in mainland China by listed Taiwanese enterprises and over-the-counter (OTC) Taiwanese enterprises, including the name, place of registration, time of registration, and code of getting listed for the OTC Taiwanese enterprises, and name of investment enterprises, registration place of investment enterprises, registration time of investment enterprises, and contact information of the investment enterprises. The listed and OTC Taiwanese enterprises are corporations whose stocks are publically traded at security exchanges with the approval of Taiwanese securities authorities, and the capital threshold is 600 million New Taiwan Dollar(TWD) for the listed enterprises and 50 million TWD for the OTC enterprises. They are both strong in credit and strength, large in size and high in level, and are fully capable of spatial diffusion. From 1997 to 2017, a total of 1540 listed (OTC) Taiwanese enterprises set up 4857 enterprises in mainland China, covering 18 industries in 29 provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities. The wide and profound influence of their spatial diffusion in mainland China is representative across China and even the world, and thus is of great value for study. We collected 941 enterprises from these, which are registered in the towns and villages of rural areas. These data
will greatly show Taiwanese compatriots participating in rural mainland vitalization (hereinafter, “rural Taiwanese enterprises”). Although these rural Taiwanese enterprises account for an estimated 5% of the total enterprises, they involve in 16 industries and cover 23 provinces, with an average registered capital of about 14 million U.S. dollars, and an average employment scale of 150–200 people. Therefore, these samples have good representativeness, which provides reliable data for our research.

2.2. Methodology

2.2.1. GIS Spatial Analysis

We use ArcGIS 10.3 (ESRI, Redlands, America) to build a database for the 941 rural Taiwanese enterprises, including information such as the company code, industry, region, establishment time, type of enterprise, and state of existence. We also analyze features of the spatial distribution of rural Taiwanese enterprises. We adopted the kernel density analysis to calculate their density, and used the geo-statistical analysis to predict the tendency of spatial diffusion.

2.2.2. Spatial Diffusion Model

The cultural diffusion model describes and explains the law and process of certain cultures spreading from the diffusion source outwards, and can be expressed with a basic diffusion model equation [38,40]. This model can be applied to economics activity diffusion and technology diffusion [8]. We assumed that, at any time point, the diffusion rate of rural Taiwanese enterprises is a function of the difference between the number of enterprises that could possibly be set up at the time point and the number of enterprises that are already established at the time point ($N - N(t)$). The spatial diffusion model of rural Taiwanese enterprises is illustrated with Formula (1).

$$\frac{dN(t)}{dt} = g(t)[N - N(t)]$$

(1)

In Formula (1), $N(t)$ represents the number of rural Taiwanese enterprises accumulated at the time point $t$, and $\overline{N}$ means the potential number of the enterprises at the time point $t$; $\frac{dN(t)}{dt}$ indicates the diffusion rate at the time point $t$, and $g(t)$ shows the diffusion coefficient.

Formula (1) shows a deterministic rate equation, where the form of relation and nature between the diffusion rate and the number of enterprises that could potentially be set up, $[\overline{N} - N(t)]$, are represented or controlled by the diffusion coefficient, $g(t)$. The value of $g(t)$ is determined by the features of the diffusion process, including the culture sharing of rural Taiwanese enterprises, the diffusion relationship, diffusion medium, and way of diffusion.

According to previous research results [41], the spatial diffusion of Taiwanese enterprises in mainland China is influenced by both internal factors and external factors. The former refers to cost, need for expanded operation and management, and so on, while the latter includes TWD depreciation, reform and opening up in mainland China, and so on. Therefore, the diffusion model with mixed factors should be adopted, as shown in Formula (2).

$$N(t) = \overline{N} \frac{\frac{\alpha(N - N_0)}{(\alpha + bN_0)} e^{-(\alpha + b\overline{N})(t-t_0)}}{1 + \frac{b(N - N_0)}{(\alpha + bN_0)} e^{-(\alpha + b\overline{N})(t-t_0)}}$$

(2)

$\overline{N}$ can be regarded as the asymptote of the spatial diffusion curve.

2.2.3. Spatial Diffusion Index for Rural Taiwanese Enterprises

2.2.3.1. Create Evaluation System

This study creates a spatial diffusion system of rural Taiwanese enterprises in order to reflect the spatial diffusion of the Taiwanese compatriots engaging in rural industrial vitalization. Five indices
namely, the type of enterprise, registered capital, establishment time, registered status, and terms of operation, are used as the main evaluation indices for the spatial diffusion index (Table 1). We argue that these five indices have a significant relationship with the spatial diffusion of rural Taiwanese enterprises, with the following exceptions: (a) Joint venture rural Taiwanese enterprises may be more likely to diffuse than sole proprietorship enterprises. Joint venture Taiwanese enterprises have more frequent communications with local villages, which is conducive to their spatial diffusion. (b) A higher registered capital reflects the stronger strength of the enterprises and is more helpful for the spatial diffusion. (c) An earlier establishment of the enterprises reflects a deeper integration with local areas and is better for the spatial diffusion. (d) Enterprises that currently exist and are in business are considered business activities, and this works to the advantage of spatial diffusion. (e) A longer duration means that the enterprises have more opportunities and a higher ability to diffuse.

Table 1. Index description and data source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Index Description</th>
<th>Expectation</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of enterprise</td>
<td>Including joint venture (JV) and sole proprietorship enterprises, reflecting ways of diffusion.</td>
<td>JV+</td>
<td>National Enterprise Credit Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered capital</td>
<td>Total capital registered with administrative authority when setting up a business entity, reflecting diffusion strength.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Credit Information Publicity System <a href="http://www.gsxt.gov.cn/index.html">http://www.gsxt.gov.cn/index.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment time</td>
<td>Date approved by the industry and commerce authority when handling an enterprise establishment for the first time, reflecting time of diffusion.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered status</td>
<td>Including existing, in business, revoked, cancelled, immigrated, emigrated, suspended, and liquidated—reflecting the current status of diffusion.</td>
<td>Existing + and in business +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term of operation</td>
<td>Time duration of an enterprise from establishment until now or until cancellation.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: + is a positive effect; – is a negative effect.

2.2.3.2. Standardization of the Evaluation Indices

The evaluation indices are standardized so as to address the discrepancy between the indices’ dimensions and their physical significance, as well as the incomparability of parameters. The range method is used to assign value to the correlation between the evaluation indices and spatial diffusion. The greater the positive correlation, the stronger the diffusion ability; the greater the negative correlation, the lower the diffusion ability.

The graded value assignment method is used to evaluate the type of enterprise, registered capital, date of establishment, terms of operation, and registered status, and the natural breaks class is adopted to normalize the registered capital and date of establishment (Table 2). The terms of operation are subject to extremum normalization and the type of enterprise and registered status are subject to a direct graded value assignment, according to expertise and actual diffusion laws.

Table 2. Standardized value assignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Standardized Value Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Enterprise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered capital (USD 10,000)</td>
<td>&lt;933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term of operation (Year)</td>
<td>1–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered status</td>
<td>Revoked, cancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3.3. Identification of the Index Weight

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is adopted to analyze the weight of the five indices. We invited 15 experts in geography, economics, and management science to compare their relative importance. Five geography experts, two economics experts, and two management science experts
came from universities and research institutions, and another three economics experts and three management science experts came from economics and management sections. These experts assigned values from one to nine, after comparing the importance of each index. We ran the Yaahp v10 software (Meta decision software technology Co., Ltd., Shanxi, China) to statistically analyze the weight of these values, and the results are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Consistency Test of Judgment Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of enterprise</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered capital</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment time</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03 &lt; 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term of operation</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered status</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3.4. Spatial Diffusion Index

The spatial diffusion index (SDI) of rural Taiwanese enterprises is built so as to evaluate their capability of spatial diffusion. Based on the spatial diffusion evaluation index system, the SDI is further calculated by considering the impact of all of the indices on spatial diffusion of the enterprises, as follows:

$$SDI_n = 0.28X_n + 0.40Y_n + 0.05Z_n + 0.10S_n + 0.17T_n$$  (3)

In Formula (3), $SDI_n$ represents the spatial diffusion index of the $n$th rural enterprise, while $X_n$, $Y_n$, $Z_n$, $S_n$, and $T_n$ refer to the index value of the type of enterprise, registered capital, date of establishment, term of operation, and registered status of the $n$th rural enterprise.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Spatial Pattern of Rural Taiwanese Enterprises

3.1.1. Pattern of Temporal and Spatial Distribution

Temporally speaking, the number of rural Taiwanese enterprises rapidly grew in the early years, slowed down after reaching the peak of growth in the middle years, and maintained a trend of slow growth at the later stage, as shown in Figure 1. To be specific, in 1997–1999, there were only 31 rural Taiwanese enterprises, with an average of 10 set up annually. In 2000–2009, 648 were newly established, with an average annual increase of 65. In 2010–2017, 262 were set up, with an annual average increase of 26. The growth was greatly affected by the national policies and international economic situation. Especially in the 21st century, the ease of the cross-Strait relations considerably promoted the growth of the enterprises. However, under the impact of the 2008 global financial crisis as well as the global economic slowdown of recent years, the growth of the enterprises has correspondingly fluctuated to some extent.

Spatially speaking (Figure 2), rural Taiwanese enterprises are distributed to the east of Hu Line, with 94.90% of them concentrated in the Eastern region, with 2% distributed in the Central region and Western region, respectively. Only two enterprises, the smallest share, are located in Northeast China. In 1997–1999, the enterprises were mainly distributed in Dongguan City, Guangdong Province, and Kunshan City, Jiangsu Province, because of regional favorable policies. Since the reform and opening up, the Pearl River Delta area implemented the “One Step Ahead” strategy and became the favorable destination for Taiwanese investment. Compared with Taiwan, Dongguan boasted the absolute edges in labor cost, raw material cost, and, together with its preferential policies in land, rapidly attracted Taiwanese enterprises. The development of Kunshan was attributable to the reform and opening up, as well as the investment wave in the Pudong New Area, Shanghai. As the global capital flooded into Shanghai, the Taiwanese investment on a smaller scale turned to Kunshan, which is
close to Shanghai, and triggered a series of domino effects. In 2000–2009, the newly established rural Taiwanese enterprises expanded outwards around the center of Dongguan and Kunshan, and shaped a noticeable “core periphery” structure. At this stage, preferential policies of government were further enhanced and, at the same time, the Taiwanese business culture started to be rooted in the two core areas, which further attracted more investment from Taiwan, forming the dual-core combined effect. Meanwhile, a large number of rural Taiwanese enterprises emerged in the Eastern coastal cities and some showed up in the Central and Western regions. In 2010–2017, newly set Taiwanese enterprises generally expanded towards Central and Eastern provinces rather than to Guangdong and Jiangsu. In the Central region, they were mainly distributed in Hunan, and the Western region they were mainly distributed in Sichuan and Guizhou. As labor cost, raw material cost, and land cost increased in the Eastern region, the Central and Western regions greeted new opportunities.

![Figure 1. The quantity chart of rural Taiwanese enterprises between 1997–2017.](image1)

![Figure 2. The spatial pattern of rural Taiwanese enterprises.](image2)
In statistics, kernel density estimation (KDE) is a non-parametric way to estimate the probability density function of a random variable. It is widely used in spatial pattern analysis [42]. In order to further analyze the spatial agglomeration of rural Taiwanese enterprises, the study uses ArcGIS to draw a kernel density map of rural Taiwanese enterprises in 2017 (Figure 3). The result shows that the enterprises are concentrated in the Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta area, forming intense clusters at these two points. Specifically, the density of the Pearl River Delta reaches the fifth grade and that of the Yangtze River Delta area reaches the third grade, lower than the former. No cluster of enterprises has been detected in other provinces or cities. This indicates that although the rural Taiwanese enterprises show a trend of diffusion in spatial distribution in mainland China, they exhibit the feature of path-dependence to a great extent. Besides the local preferential policies that advocate an early trial run first, rural Taiwanese enterprises are being locally embedded and are closely intertwined with local production networks and social network, both of which exert major influence over the dual-core pattern of Taiwanese enterprises in mainland China.

![Figure 3. Point density analysis of rural Taiwanese enterprises.](image)

3.1.2. Spatial Pattern by Category

(1) By Industry

According to the Industrial Classification for National Economic Activities (GB/T 4754-2017), rural Taiwanese enterprises are divided into three industries, as shown in Figure 4. Only seven are in the primary industry, accounting for 0.74%, and are scattered in four provinces, namely Guangdong, Jiangsu, Yunnan, and Zhejiang; 763 fall in the secondary industry, accounting for 81.08%, and are mainly distributed in the four provinces of Guangdong, Jiangsu, Shanghai, and Fujian; and 161 are in the tertiary industry, accounting for 18.18%, and are spread in other Eastern provinces.

It can be seen that investment in processing and manufacturing is the primary channel for rural Taiwanese enterprises to realize rural industrial vitalization. Despite its low position in the production
value chain, processing and manufacturing easily absorb the rural labor force and enjoy a large industrial size, which is still able to promote rural economic growth. The tertiary industry has a low penetration rate, mainly because the rural area is limited in talent, technology, capital, and location, which also restricts the transformation of the primary and secondary industry to the tertiary industry.

(2) By Investment Size

The registered capital of rural Taiwanese enterprises is used to measure their size. The enterprises in 2017 are categorized into five grades with natural break classes, as shown in Figure 5. Spatially speaking, six of them fall in the fifth grade in the registered capital, with a total value of 1.9 billion USD. They are distributed in Kunshan in Jiangsu (quantity: two), Yingde in Guangdong, Jiaxing in Zhejiang, Jinan in Shandong, and Fuzhou in Fujian, and the industries they belong to are mainly mining (2), cement production, manufacturing, and electronic product production. The enterprise with the largest registered capital, of 500 million USD, is the Sunnsy Group in Gushan Town, Changqing District, Jinan City in Shandong. There are 31 enterprises that fall in the fourth grade in registered capital, with a total value of 3.7 billion USD, which are mainly distributed in Guangdong (16), Jiangsu (8), Fujian (3), Shanghai, Zhejiang, Sichuan, and Anhui. There are 82 that are at the third grade for registered capital, with a total value of 3.2 billion USD. There are 191 that are at the second grade for registered capital, with a total value of 3.1 billion USD. There are 631 that are at the first grade for registered capital, with a total value of 1.5 billion USD.

Figure 4. The spatial pattern of the industries belonging to rural Taiwanese enterprises.
The share of rural enterprises at the first and second grade approaches 90%, but their registered capital accounts for only 34.71% of the total, while the registered capital of the rural Taiwanese enterprises is averaged at 14.3 million USD. This indicates that the enterprises show the trend of polarization in size, which indirectly attests to the fact that, given their smaller investment size, rural Taiwanese enterprises tend to choose secondary cities surrounding first-tier cities and second-tier cities in pursuit of lower costs and maximized profit. Regarding the category of industry, the rural enterprises at all grades mainly fall within the secondary industry, with some in the tertiary industry, and an extremely small proportion in the primary industry.

(3) By Types of Enterprise

Rural Taiwanese enterprises are mainly sole proprietorships, as shown in Table 4. There are 767 sole-invested enterprises, which account for 71.20%, and their registered capital totals 9.2 billion USD, accounting for 68.51%. There are 174 joint ventures, accounting for 28.80%, and their total registered capital is 4.2 billion USD, accounting for 31.49% of the total.

Table 4. Investment type of rural Taiwanese enterprises.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Sole Proprietorship (Number/%)</th>
<th>Joint Venture (Number/%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nationwide</td>
<td>767 (71.20%)</td>
<td>174 (31.49%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern region</td>
<td>735 (82.31%)</td>
<td>158 (17.69%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central region</td>
<td>20 (76.92%)</td>
<td>6 (23.08%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western region</td>
<td>9 (45%)</td>
<td>11 (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast region</td>
<td>1 (50%)</td>
<td>1 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujian Province</td>
<td>16 (48.48%)</td>
<td>17 (51.52%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regionally speaking (see Appendix A), out of the 893 enterprises in the Eastern region, the number of sole proprietorship enterprises accounts for 82.31%, and their registered capital accounts for 68.95% of the total. In other provinces and cities in the Eastern region, besides Fujian, the number and
total of registered capital of sole proprietorship enterprises both exceed the joint ventures. In Fujian, joint ventures not only outnumber sole proprietorship enterprises, but the total registered capital of the former is 3.87 times that of the latter. Among the 26 enterprises in the Central region, the number of sole proprietorship enterprises accounts for 76.92% and their total registered capital accounts for 72.41%. In all of the provinces and cities in the region, sole proprietorship enterprises are predominating. Among the 20 enterprises in the Western region, the number of sole proprietorship enterprises accounts for 45%, and their total registered capital accounts for 51.55%. In the Northeast region, there is only one joint venture and one sole proprietorship of a rural Taiwanese enterprise. Except for Fujian, the type of rural Taiwanese enterprises in other regions and even nationwide is quite consistent, that is, sole proprietorship enterprises show the overwhelming advantage. The result shows that Taiwanese enterprises are independent and exclusive to some extent when investing in mainland China. They have little cooperation with the areas being invested in. The exception of Fujian is mainly as a result of the special ties across the Strait in affinity, geography, region, business, and materials, which promotes the birth of joint ventures between the two sides and drives rural industrial vitalization.

3.2. Process of Spatial Diffusion of Rural Taiwanese Enterprises

3.2.1. Features of Spatial Diffusion Index

The spatial diffusion index grade of rural the Taiwanese enterprises shows the V-shaped spatial feature, as shown in Figure 6. The enterprises with a higher diffusion index are distributed in Guangdong, Jiangsu, Fujian, Zhejiang, and Shandong in the coast area, and the hinterland of Hunan and Sichuan, forming clusters with a high diffusion index in Guangdong and Jiangsu.

![Figure 6. Distribution map of diffusion index grade of rural Taiwanese enterprises.](image-url)
Regionally speaking, rural Taiwanese enterprises with a high spatial diffusion index grade are mainly distributed in Dongguan, Shenzhen, Huizhou, Zhongshan, and Qingyuan in the Pearl River Delta area; in Fuzhou, Zhangzhou, and the Pingtan Comprehensive Experimental Zone in Fujian; in Suzhou, Nantong, Changzhou, and Zhenjiang in Jiangsu; and Jiaxing in Zhejiang of the Yangtze River Delta area. Furthermore, some of the enterprises are scattered in Qingdao of Shandong, Chengdu of Sichuan, and Loudi of Hunan.

3.2.2. Process of Spatial Diffusion

(1) Regional Process

The comprehensive spatial diffusion index of rural Taiwanese enterprises displays the trend of a fast increase at first, and decreases later, and the average diffusion index maintains a steady fluctuation for five years, as shown in Figure 7. The comprehensive diffusion index peaks around 2002, enters the sub-peak period (2003–2010) later, and starts to decline in 2011. The enterprises with a strong diffusion index are distributed in Guangdong, Jiangsu, Fujian, Zhejiang, and Shandong in the coastal area, and in Hunan and Sichuan in the hinterland, and form two high-index core clusters in Guangdong and Jiangsu.

![Figure 7. Diffusion index curve of rural Taiwanese enterprises.](image)

(2) Industrial Process

The spatial diffusion index of the industries of rural the Taiwanese enterprises shows the feature of low-level development for the primary industry, with a fast increase at first and a decrease for the secondary industry later, with a decrease at first and a later increase for the tertiary industry, as shown in Figure 8. The diffusion index of the secondary industry reaches its peak around 2002 and starts to decline afterwards. The index of the tertiary industry peaks in 2010 and enters the stage of steady diffusion afterwards. The majority of rural Taiwanese enterprises are engaged in manufacturing and production, and their spatial diffusion index is close to the general status of growth of the enterprises.

As for the regional industry, the spatial diffusion index of rural Taiwanese enterprises is polarized. Guangdong outshines the others and the diffusion index of its three industries is far ahead of Jiangsu, which is in second place. Shanghai, Fujian, and Zhejiang are in third place and the other provinces and cities are in fourth. The diffusion index of the secondary industry peaks in 2002 and starts to decline afterwards. The index of the tertiary industry peaks around 2010 and enters the stage of steady diffusion afterwards.
(3) Spatial Diffusion Model

A spatial diffusion model is used to simulate the spatial diffusion of rural Taiwanese enterprises in 1997–2027, as indicated in Figure 9. As the number of the enterprises was small in 1997–1999, in order to avoid abnormal model fitting data, the average value in 1997–1999 was taken as the initial value and the initial year of the simulated value was 1999. MATLAB is adopted for the least squares parameter estimation over the spatial diffusion model, and the following model parameters are acquired:

\[
\alpha = 0.042 \\
b = 0.208 \times 10^{-3} \\
N = 999
\]

The coefficient of determination of the mixed model fitting curve, \(R^2 = 0.990\), is close to 1, indicating an admirable goodness of fit of the model.

In 1997–2017, the cumulative quantity of rural Taiwanese enterprises shows an S-shaped growth trend. The model is used to predict the spatial diffusion of rural Taiwanese enterprises in 2018–2027, and the number of enterprises is predicted to be 956 in 2018. In the next decade, based on the intensity of the current mixed influencing factors, the number will grow by less than 10 annually, and is
predicted to approach 999 by 2027, according to the asymptote of the current parameter estimation curve. As the mainland population dividend decreases, the appeal to rural Taiwanese enterprises will be further reduced.

(4) Prediction for Spatial Diffusion

Based on the spatial diffusion model, the geostatistical analysis method [43] is used to predict the future spatial diffusion process of rural Taiwanese enterprises, as seen in Figure 10. Besides the existing high-index core clusters in the Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta area, new high-index areas emerge as follows: (1) Sichuan–Chongqing–Guizhou, (2) Fujian–Zhejiang–Jiangxi, and (3) Jiangsu–Shandong–Beijing. A low-index area in Henan–Hubei–Hunan is found.

![Spatial diffusion simulation of rural Taiwanese enterprises.](image)

**Figure 10.** Spatial diffusion simulation of rural Taiwanese enterprises.

4. Conclusion and Discussion

Industrial vitalization is the foundation and key to rural vitalization. Taiwanese compatriots have accumulated rich experience in rural industrial vitalization. They also invest in mainland towns and villages so as to facilitate rural vitalization. The study collects the basic data on 941 Taiwanese enterprises that have been investing in mainland towns and villages for the past 30 years, and adopts a GIS spatial analysis method and cultural diffusion model to analyze the spatial pattern and spatial evolvement of rural Taiwanese enterprises. The following conclusions are drawn.

(1) In terms of temporal and spatial evolvement, the growth of rural Taiwanese enterprises is closely related to the domestic policies and international economic situation. They experienced explosive growth at the beginning of the 21st century, but slowed down slightly later. The spatial distribution of the enterprises shows the dual-core pattern around the Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta, which differs from the “axe-shaped” general spatial distribution in the four core areas, Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River Delta, Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei, and Chengdu–Chongqing, of the Taiwanese enterprises in mainland China. The latter indicates that the Taiwanese enterprises in
mainland China are predominated by city diffusion in Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei and Chengdu–Chongqing. The institutional dividend at the early stage shaped the agglomeration core foundation of Dongguan and Kunshan, and the combined effect was further enhanced and diffused at the stage of explosive growth, forming the “core–periphery” spatial structure. As the growth of rural the Taiwanese enterprises slowed down, the combined effect slightly weakened and the enterprises started to be diffused towards other Eastern, Central, and Western regions.

(2) Rural Taiwanese enterprises are mostly engaged in secondary industry, small in size, and highly independent. Generally speaking, their investment is limited by size and mainly goes to manufacturing and other labor-intensive and technology-intensive industries with low value added. Spatially speaking, they are mainly distributed in secondary cities in economically developed areas, so as to reduce cost and maximize profit. Regarding the methods of investment, sole proprietorship enterprises are dominant, with the exception of Fujian, which is home to more joint ventures. This reflects the low degree of cultural integration and exchange of Taiwanese enterprises in investment destinations.

(3) In terms of the general spatial diffusion process, the high-grade spatial diffusion index of rural Taiwanese enterprises displays the V-shaped spatial feature in Guangdong–Fujian–Zhejiang–Jiangsu–Shandong and Guangdong–Guizhou–Sichuan. The comprehensive index shows the feature increase at first and decrease later, while the average spatial index remains around five. Regarding the industrial features, the diffusion index is featured by the low-level development of the primary industry, the increase at first and decrease later of the secondary industry, and the decrease at first and increase later of the tertiary industry.

(4) The diffusion model fitting with mixed influencing factors shows that the cumulative number of rural Taiwanese enterprises displays an S-shaped growth trend and is predicted to slow down in the next ten years, approaching 1000 by 2027. As forecast with the geo-statistical analysis method, the diffusion trend is noticeable in the Pearl River Delta, but is weak in the Yangtze River Delta, and new high-diffusion-index core areas are taking shape in the Sichuan–Chongqing area and Fujian–Zhejiang area.

The research also has important policy implications for China and other developing countries. Firstly, the local state is powerful and its decision is crucial for attracting investment so as to promote rural industry. With the rapid economic development and the accelerated pace of urbanization, the Chinese government calls on all its policymakers at all levels to intensify action so as to promote rural development. The local state continues to be indispensable in rural industrial vitalization. In particular, officials favor policies that support direct investment and accelerate the capital, technology, and human capital exchange. The role of government policy in Taiwanese rural enterprises’ location decisions, although still important, is shrinking as the significance of agglomeration increases.

Secondly, weak linkages with local economies, in a way, become barriers to cooperative development. A large percentage of Taiwanese rural enterprises are wholly-owned enterprises, and few local people have little control over the making of key decisions, although they have a higher level of insight into the local culture and local market. There is no incentive for Taiwanese rural enterprises to embed with local economies in research, technology, and strategy, which is consistent with findings based on other regions of China [44,45]. Taiwanese enterprises tend to adopt the strategy of group investment and geographical clustering, due to a similar cultural background, existing business relations, and the common political risks they face [46]. This clustering is also based on the production, credit, and social relations that were established among these firms in Taiwan, before they relocated to mainland China [47]. In order to reduce information barriers, both must find effective ways to collaborate.

Thirdly, China’s rural area right now desperately needs a new engine of growth, and institution innovation seems like the obvious way to go. We are aware of the importance of the local state in the early stage, however, the land policy, market-access policy, and tax incentive method provide less of a boost to foreign investment after the initial growth stage. To reduce the dependence of
foreign investment, the local state should better promote endogenous innovation capacities and the development of business services and private enterprises. “Creative platforms” are required in order to create incentives for research and development, attract domestic and foreign funding, and encourage cooperation and innovation. Rural area will be better off if more attention is paid to institution innovation.

In the study, space remains for improvement in the future. Firstly, the source of data still needs to be diversified, and data on the non-listed (OTC) Taiwanese enterprises setting up business in the mainland countryside can be added. Secondly, the engagement of Taiwanese compatriots in rural industrial vitalization in mainland China can also be realized through non-regular employment approaches such as technical consultation and service. The related information is not registered with the Taiwanese Compatriot Association and needs be acquired through interviews.
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Appendix A

In this study, China is separated into four regions: the Eastern region, which includes 10 provinces and direct-controlled cities, namely, Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, Guangdong, and Hainan; the Central region, which includes 6 provinces, namely, Shanxi, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, and Hunan; the Western region, which includes 12 provinces, a direct-controlled city, and autonomous regions, namely, Inner Mongolia and Guangxi, and Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Tibet, Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia, and Xinjiang; and the Northeast region, which includes 3 provinces, namely, Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang.
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